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HOW TO ADD AND SET UP A PATIENT FOR WEB SCORES USING PROTOCOLS 

1. After logging in, click on PATIENTS. 

 

 
2. Click on the magnifying glass. Enter the last name, click on the CHECK mark. There is no 

need to use the Patient ID unless you have a lot of patients with the same name.  
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3. If the patient exists, highlight the patient, click on Select Patient. If not, select New 
patient. You can also use the keyboard, S for select, N for New for etc. 

 
 
 
 

4. Enter demographics (required fields marked with the red asterisk) and email. Click on the 
green CHECK mark or use the enter key. Socrates will ask you whether you wish to set the 
method of Web Score Notification for this patient to “Patient Email”. Click Yes if that’s the 
case. If this message doesn’t appear ask your administrator to set this up so that it will ask 
each time. Otherwise you need to go to the Notification tab at the bottom, and select it 
Patient Email. Once it is selected, the email address field will be highlighted in yellow. 
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5. To add a new surgery, go to PLUS sign on the right. Select the module, side and protocol 
correct for that patient. If the web scores aren’t already checked you can ask your 
administrator to set this up to be checked automatically. If there is only one protocol for 
each module this can also be set up to populate automatically.  
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If you have already set up the surgery record without a protocol, you can add the protocol 
and webscores later from the patient history screen. 

 
 

 
 

6. The preop web scores will be then be sent out the next time Socrates sends out messages. 
How often Socrates sends new scores is dictated by the Interval selected in the Web Score 
Settings set up screen. If you want the patient to fill them out straight away go to the file 
menu bar, then select Send/Receive Scores. If the patient was set up to receive them by 
email they will receive the email about an hour later.  

 
 

7. From now on, if the protocol applied to them contains post op scores, once the date of 
surgery is entered the scores will be sent out automatically when they are due based on that 
protocol.   
 

8. If the patient is to complete their scores in the clinic, please read “How to fill in scores in the 
clinic”. 
 

9. If you want to send manual scores (that’s when there is no protocol set up) please read 
“How to send Manual scores”.  
 
 
 

 

 


